1. Inlroducfion. - The fractal Sierpinski antenna based on an equilateral triangle generator IS] was the first reported example of a multiband fractal antenna 1 1]- [7] . In Basically it is shown that broader angles shift the operating bands to lower frequencies, which can be useful to reduce the antenna height. multiband behavior is broken and the antenna approaches the behavior of a classical monopole antenna. This is basically due to the truncation effect. Fig. 2 describe the input p a r a " (input refkction coefficient relative to 50+8) input resistance and rcaccanCe) for the lhree antennas as a function of hequency. In g m l . it can be stated that:
lnput
1) The behavior of the lhrre antennas is basically log-periodic, being the log-pwiod t 2 , which is precisely the scale factor that relates thc scvcral fractal iterations in
2) The number of bands or log-periods (5) matches the number of fractal iterations as
3) Broader flare angles introduce a shift on Ihc " n t fqucncics toward longa wavelengths. This should not be taken as a basis to argue that fractal antennas are not multiband antennas; the suitability of fractals to become multiband antennas directly comes out from the classical scaling propeny of Maxwell equations 161. Therefore, one should expect a multiband behavior even for the SPK30 antenna. provided that the antenna size and the number of fractal iterations is made large enough. 
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